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ABSTRACT

Information on site-specific spectrum characteristics is essential to evaluate and improve the performance of wireless networks. However, it is usually very costly to obtain accurate spectrum-condition information in heterogeneous wireless environments. This paper presents a novel spectrum-survey system, called Sybot (Spectrum survey robot), that guides network engineers to efficiently monitor the spectrum condition (e.g., RSS) of WiFi networks. Sybot effectively controls mobility and employs three disparate monitoring techniques—complete, selective, and diagnostic—that help produce and maintain an accurate spectrum-condition map for challenging indoor WiFi networks. By adaptively triggering the most suitable of the three techniques, Sybot captures spatio-temporal changes in spectrum condition. Moreover, based on the monitoring results, Sybot automatically determines several key survey parameters, such as site-specific measurement time and space granularities. Sybot has been prototyped with a commodity IEEE 802.11 router and Linux OS, and experimentally evaluated, demonstrating its ability to generate accurate spectrum-condition maps while reducing the measurement effort (space, time) by more than 56%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To deal with the exponentially-increasing traffic volume of wireless local area networks [1, 2], a large number of access points (APs) are being deployed, often redundantly, at homes, offices, campuses, and across cities [3–5]. However, such “chaotic” deployment causes wireless carriers or private network owners to often encounter difficulties in managing the performance and/or the spectrum usage of their networks [6–10].

To cope with such chaotic and complex wireless environments, spectrum site-surveys have been widely used to monitor comprehensive spectrum characteristics. In fact, the spectrum characteristics information is essential for many network services and mobile applications. For example, radio signal propagation from each AP within the deployment area is used as the basis for initial deployment and performance assessment of a wireless network [8, 11]. Accurate spectrum-condition information is key to signaling-based localization for mobile devices [12, 13]. Spatial spectrum footprints are useful for mobile users to pinpoint problematic areas for network troubleshooting [14].

Numerous spectrum site-monitoring techniques have been proposed, but they still suffer from several limitations as follows. First, commercial site-survey tools (e.g., [15–17]) can provide the information of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) from each AP by having a human engineer navigate through the network deployment area. However, such tools often require exhaustive measurements, and it is very challenging to determine site-specific measurement parameters such as measurement frequency, speed, or space granularity, given network or survey requirements. Next, a hybrid approach that uses both measurements and an empirical propagation model, has been proposed (e.g., [11]) for outdoor wireless networks. However, it does not provide the fine-grained results necessary for indoor localization systems [12]. Third, a sensor-based approach [13] can reduce manual measurement efforts by deploying spectrum sensors, but it requires the deployment of a large number of sensors, or provides limited survey accuracy due to fixed sensor locations. Finally, the use of a desktop infrastructure [18] has been proposed to avoid the deployment of expensive dedicated sensors. However, such an approach might not be able to produce a comprehensive spectrum map over the entire deployment area.

In this paper, we present an adaptive spectrum-survey system, called Sybot, that generates a spatial spectrum-condition map (e.g., Received Signal Strength (RSS) map) for indoor WiFi networks by addressing the following key challenges: (i) how to efficiently produce an accurate spectrum-condition map, (ii) how to maintain an up-to-date map in the presence of temporal and spatial variations in spectrum condition, and (iii) how to automatically determine key survey parameters to meet accuracy requirements on the spectrum map (e.g., <5 dBm standard deviation). At its heart, Sybot is equipped with an adaptive survey algorithm that consists of three complementary monitoring techniques—complete, selective,
and diagnostic. These techniques are adaptively chosen to capture both repeatable and time-varying spectrum conditions, depending on changes in network usage or in physical environments. Briefly, when the network is not in use or lightly-used (e.g., night-time), Sybot invokes the complete monitoring to collect and build a “baseline” or repeatable network-condition map over the entire network deployment area. When the network is in active use (e.g., daytime), Sybot periodically triggers the selective monitoring through which the system can capture the time-variations in spectrum condition, while reducing the measurement overhead by measuring only part of the entire measurement space. When the variations in periodic survey results are unusual/abnormal in certain sub-areas, Sybot triggers the diagnostic monitoring to efficiently identify such “confined” sub-areas and updates the spectrum-condition map of only those sub-areas, as opposed to the entire deployment area.

We have implemented the above components of Sybot atop Linux OS running on a wireless router mounted on an iRobot [19]. We have deployed 12 APs equipped with IEEE 802.11 radios in the fourth floor of Computer Science and Engineering Building at The University of Michigan, and conducted an extensive measurement study using more than 10,000 measurement points for a period of four weeks. We used a robot to facilitate the measurement and evaluation process by automating the mobility each monitoring technique requires. On the other hand, our prototype demonstrates that the use of a mobile robot could be feasible to automate spectrum survey for certain settings such as large warehouses, office buildings, and airports during the night-time.

Our experimental results show that Sybot, indeed, generates a repeatable spectrum-condition map accurately reflecting physical characteristics, such as stationary obstacles. Next, the Sybot’s selective monitoring reduces the measurement space by more than 56%, compared to the complete monitoring. Finally, the diagnostic monitoring effectively identifies unusual spectrum conditions and maintains the spectrum map to be up-to-date with 50% less measurement effort than the traditional exhaustive survey-spectrum.

Our analysis of the measurement data confirms the effectiveness of Sybot’s design for site-specific spectrum monitoring as follows. First, Sybot can adaptively determines the granularity of survey parameters such as time interval, unit measurement size, or total measurement space, depending on a specific site (e.g., corridor or hall), distance to APs (close or far away), or unexpected events (obstacles or interferers). Second, Sybot can build and estimate a site-specific profile on the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency of a spectrum survey. For example, Sybot can reduce the measurement overhead by more than 65% with a 3.5 dBm standard deviation in the survey results (see Section 5.3.3).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation behind this work. Section 3 presents the software architecture and algorithms of Sybot. Section 4 describes the prototype and implementation of Sybot. Section 5 describes our experimental evaluation of the Sybot prototype. Section 6 draws conclusions and discusses some of the remaining issues.

2. MOTIVATION

We first argue for the need of an efficient and accurate spectrum-survey system and then discuss the limitations of existing approaches to meeting this need.

2.1 Why Spectrum Site-Survey?

Despite their coverage benefits, the increasing number of WiFi networks face challenging coordination and performance problems, due mainly to site-specific (hence heterogeneous) spectrum propagation from each AP. To mitigate the problems associated with spectrum heterogeneity, spectrum site-surveys are commonly used in wireless network services and applications, as can be seen in the following use-cases.

- **Deployment and assessment of wireless networks**: Spectrum site-survey results help network engineers determine the placement of network nodes [8]. When networks are incrementally expanded (as is often the case [2, 5]), one can easily determine where to place new nodes. Even after the deployment of network nodes, a site-survey is necessary to assess their performance [11].

- **Identification of sources of interference**: Spectrum surveys of deployed or neighboring networks allow the network operators to identify interference areas. Various wireless devices, such as cordless phones, may cause interference in certain areas, and measuring and using their spatial footprints is a common way to locate the interfering transmitters [14].

- **Supporting indoor localization systems**: Spectrum site-survey results or spectrum-propagation maps can improve the accuracy of location estimation by providing comprehensive RF signal signatures [12, 20, 21]. By comparing current signal strengths from multiple APs with those in maps, mobile users can estimate their current location.

- **Forecasting the connectivity of mobile users**: Spectrum-survey maps can help mobile users select the best AP to connect to, among those within their range [22]. Although mobile devices can build a connectivity profile of areas they visit, spectrum maps can instantly provide the profile even for new or dynamically-changing sites.

Motivated by the above and other potential use-cases, our goal in this paper is to develop an efficient spectrum site-survey system (equipped with techniques and tools) that accurately monitors the spatial characteristics of radio propagation and that reduces measurement efforts in terms of time and space.

2.2 Limitations of Existing Approaches

There has been a significant volume of work on characterizing spectrum propagation. We discuss below the pros and cons of using existing approaches for spectrum surveys.

**Accuracy and repeatability**: A spectrum site-survey system must collect information on spectrum-propagation characteristics that not only represents the actual network condition over time, but also shows a repeatable condition specific to each physical site. Here, “repeatability” is an important feature for the survey system to produce a baseline profile of spatial spectrum-condition. Many empirical radio propagation models [23] have been used to calculate the propagation path-loss. However, they are all based on extensive measurements in cellular network environments and have limitations in capturing site-specific spectrum conditions, especially in dynamic and heterogeneous indoor WiFi environments.

Ray-tracing techniques [24] and neural network models [25] have also been proposed to calculate path-loss. Ray-tracing can accurately predict the propagation of a signal by tracing rays from a transmitter at uniform angular intervals in all directions. However, this model requires information about the locations, thickness, and construction materials of walls, ceilings, and floors. The neural network models, such as a multi-player perceptron algorithm, have been proposed for cellular networks, but they need an extensive training set of terrain information and SNR measurements.

Finally, navigation-based on-line measurement tools [11, 15, 17] have been proposed. These tools help network engineers collect spectrum-propagation information by traversing a path within the
network deployment area. Even though these tools allow for capturing a snapshot of each navigation, their accuracy often relies on several survey parameters, such as survey space granularities and frequency used for each site.

**Efficiency and flexibility:** A site-survey system must minimize the measurement time and must also be flexible to environment changes. Measurement-based surveys with portable tools [15, 17] are most popular at present, but it is tedious and time-consuming to repeat the same navigation through the deployment area to meet the various application requirements, including network deployment/assessment and RF-based localization systems. The use of empirical models may reduce the measurement overhead (e.g., [11]), while maintaining the site-survey accuracy. However, these models are suitable for outdoor wireless networks, and only provide limited (i.e., coarse-grained) information to indoor localization systems that require unique signal footprints every 1 meter. The deployment of sensors [13, 26] or the use of an inexpensive desktop infrastructure [18] can eliminate the need for physical navigation through the deployment area. However, the fixed locations of the sensors often cause network engineers to perform additional surveys to cover the entire network deployment area, or their locations need to be deliberately altered when the network deployment or physical environment changes. This is difficult to do in practice.

**Adaptation and awareness:** A site-survey system must be able to dynamically adjust the measurement granularity by recognizing site-specific spectrum characteristics. The navigation-based measurements rely on samples collected in a fixed unit space or at a fixed time interval (e.g., [8]). Such an approach can provide uniform measurement results, but cannot capture spatially heterogeneous spectrum-conditions. For example, if the variance of spectrum condition with respect to each AP in a room is larger than that in the corridor, the uniform spectrum survey is likely to have higher measurement error in the room than in the corridor.

## 3. THE SYBOT ARCHITECTURE

This section details the architecture of Sybot. First, we discuss the design rationale and overall operation of Sybot. We then present spectrum-survey metrics of interest, and finally, describe the Sybot’s adaptive spectrum-monitoring techniques.

### 3.1 Overview of Sybot

Sybot is a mobile spectrum-survey system that controls the mobility of a network engineer (or mobile robot) and monitors the spatial spectrum conditions of already-deployed IEEE 802.11-based wireless networks using the following features.

- **Periodic and aperiodic monitoring:** Sybot triggers spectrum surveys at both pre-determined (e.g., every morning, afternoon, or evening) and requested (as needed) times to achieve monitoring accuracy. Being equipped with IEEE 802.11 NIC (Network Interface Card), Sybot monitors the spectrum condition of the deployed networks and, based on the monitored results, it guides a network engineer (or mobile robot [19]) to move and conduct spectrum survey at different time intervals and scales, depending on the specifics of each site.

- **Decomposition:** Sybot decomposes spectrum monitoring into three distinct but complementary types of survey, and includes specialized monitoring techniques for each type. This decomposition allows Sybot to selectively choose the best monitoring technique for improving efficiency and accuracy, as opposed to using only one technique during the entire survey period.

Algorithm 1 Sybot operations for the \( t_i \)-th survey

1. **During the measurement period, \( t_m \):**
   - List of APs visible from current grid, \( g_{\text{cur}} \);
   - For \( j = 1 \) to \( n \) (the size of \( L \))
     - Measure spectrum metrics to every \( a \in L \);
   - Move and randomize current location within \( g_{\text{cur}} \);
   - Derive conditions of \( g_{\text{cur}} \) using the measurements;

2. **During the navigation period, \( t_n \):**
   - Determine the next grid under \( p_{\text{cur}} \);
   - If \( g_{\text{next}} \) is NULL then \( t_i \)-th survey is done */
   - Move to a start-point;
   - Enter the update period (3);
   - Else /* more space to survey */
     - Move to \( g_{\text{next}} \);
     - Enter the measurement period (1);
   - End if

3. **During the update period, \( t_u \):**
   - Update a spectrum-condition map under \( p_{\text{cur}} \);
   - Count grids whose condition deviates by \( \sigma \);
   - If \( c_i > 0 \) and \( p_{\text{cur}} \) is SELECTIVE then
     - \( p_{\text{cur}} \) is DIAGNOSTIC; trigger \( p_{\text{cur}} \);
   - End if

- **Use of spatio-temporal variance:** Sybot measures and computes spatial variations in spectrum condition over time, and extracts spatial locality of the condition. These spatial characteristics are then used to identify interference areas, or to minimize the measurement effort in both time and space.

- **Adaptive and controllable monitoring:** Sybot is designed to adapt to the site-specific survey requirements. Depending on the required level of spectrum-monitoring accuracy and site-specific characteristics, Sybot adaptively determines its monitoring granularities and type of monitoring technique to use.

Algorithm 1 describes the overall operation of Sybot, which consists of three sequential periods: (1) measurement period (\( t_m \)) during which Sybot directs an engineer (or robot) to navigate within a unit-space (or grid\(^4\)) determined by the monitoring technique currently in use (\( p_{\text{cur}} \)) and measures spectrum condition at multiple locations with respect to each accessible AP; (2) navigation period (\( t_n \)) during which Sybot determines the next grid to measure based on \( p_{\text{cur}} \) and moves to that grid. Sybot repeats the measurement-navigate (for \( t_m + t_n \) seconds) until it completely covers the measurement space under \( p_{\text{cur}} \); and (3) update period (\( t_u \)) after completing measurements and navigation, during which Sybot constructs or updates a spectrum map based on the measurement results. If Sybot identifies an unusual deviation (e.g., \( > \) the normal standard deviation, \( \sigma \)) in the spectrum condition of a grid(s), it triggers on-demand monitoring, i.e., the diagnostic monitoring. Finally, Sybot waits for the next periodic monitoring instant.

### 3.2 Metrics of Interest

Sybot focuses on the characterization of radio signal propagation as spectrum-monitoring metrics. Specifically, to obtain the signal-propagation characteristics in grid \( i \), Sybot measures the received signal strength (RSS) (\( \gamma \)) at \( m \) different locations within the grid during each measurement period (\( t_m \)), and uses their mean \( \bar{\gamma} \) and

\(^4\)We assume and use a unit-grid (20 in \( \times \) 20 in), in which an engineer (or robot) carrying Sybot incrementally moves, and measures spectrum condition upon completion of each movement. Note that the "grid" can be of different shapes, such as a circle of 20 in radius.
standard deviation $\sigma$, as metrics, which are defined as:

$$
\bar{\gamma}_i = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \gamma_i(j) \quad \sigma_i = \left(\frac{1}{m} \sum_{j=1}^{m} (\gamma_i(j) - \bar{\gamma}_i)^2\right)^{1/2},
$$

where $\gamma_i(j)$ is the $j$-th RSS measurement in grid $i$. Sybot measures the RSS information by passively monitoring periodic beacon messages from the APs, which are transmitted once every 100 ms [27]. These measurement results for the area $A$ at time $t$ are used to construct a spectrum-condition map $M_A(t)$ for both $\gamma$ and $\sigma$ each—$M_A(\gamma, t)$ and $M_A(\sigma, t)$.

Sybot collects the above metrics to generate an accurate spectrum-condition map for the wireless network under consideration with a minimum number of measurements (thus reducing the survey or map-update time). Sybot is flexible enough to use other metrics (e.g., the packet-delivery ratio), but we focus on RSS-based metrics, not only because the RSS is a fundamental parameter to represent network performance, but also because many applications like localization systems use such metrics.

### 3.3 Adaptive Spectrum Monitoring

As described earlier, Sybot includes three spectrum monitoring techniques—complete, selective, and diagnostic—for efficiency and accuracy. Existing spectrum-survey systems rely mostly on a single measurement technique (e.g., trajectory-based scanning). Sybot decomposes a spectrum survey into three types, in order to reduce the measurement effort as well as to cope with the unpredictable spatio-temporal variations in spectrum condition.

Figure 1 depicts the Sybot’s adaptive monitoring approach. Briefly, when wireless networks are lightly used (e.g., the night-time), Sybot uses the complete monitoring to construct a baseline spectrum-condition map on a large-time scale, such as days ($T_{day}$). When networks are in active use and interfered with by the environment (e.g., moving obstacles or co-existing network activities during the daytime), Sybot uses the selective monitoring to capture temporal variations in spectrum condition on a time-scale of hours ($T_{hour}$). When Sybot detects large variations in spectrum condition in some areas based on complete/selective monitoring results, it triggers the diagnostic monitoring to locate such areas, quickly measure and update the spectrum map over a short period of time ($T_{min}$). Note that the values of the parameters ($T_{day}$, $T_{hour}$, $T_{min}$) are assumed to be provided by network operators, depending on network usage and monitoring requirements (e.g., variations in spectrum condition). Optimizing their values based on network utilization is beyond the scope of this paper.

In what follows, we will detail the above three monitoring techniques and the rationale of their use.

#### Complete Monitoring

The complete monitoring is designed to obtain a baseline radio-propagation characteristic of wireless networks and is triggered at coarse-grained time intervals. Numerous radio-propagation models [23] and computational methods [24, 25] have been proposed to acquire the propagation characteristics. However, they are suitable only for outdoor environments or require extensive human labor to tune the parameters of the models for each site (or even different corridors, as we will show in Section 5.3). Next, measurement-based approaches from stationary APs [7], desktop infrastructure [18], sensors [26], or mobile users [28] help detect performance problems in certain areas, but they do not provide fine-grained spectrum-condition information in the entire network coverage area.

![Figure 1: Adaptive approach](image)

The complete monitoring performs comprehensive spectrum surveys to collect repeatable spectrum-condition information governed mainly by the physical environments. Such repeatable spectrum-condition information is important, because it provides a baseline profile of spatial spectrum condition and is useful for the design of efficient monitoring techniques—selective and diagnostic. However, to incorporate the complete monitoring into Sybot, there are several challenges to overcome as follows.

- **Building a comprehensive map**: The complete monitoring has to provide a spatially-thorough spectrum map. The approach proposed in [11] estimates the coverage or boundary map of outdoor networks with a small number of measurements, but the boundary map is not good enough for such applications as indoor localization systems that rely on fine-grained spectrum-condition information (e.g., every square foot). The complete monitoring in Sybot virtually divides the network deployment area into small grids and measures the survey metrics of each grid within the deployment area. Note that we use a grid-shape unit space for ease of design. The grid can cover irregular survey areas (e.g., curves) and at the same time, the unit space can be of different shapes like a circle.
- **Selection of grid size**: The grid size is an important factor that balances the accuracy and the efficiency of a site survey. Using a fixed grid size might not accurately capture the heterogeneous spectrum condition of areas with large variances (need to use a smaller grid size), or might waste time to measure the spectrum condition of open areas with small variances (need to use a larger size). Thus, the complete monitoring adaptively determines the grid size based on the degree of heterogeneity in spectrum characteristics in a given measurement area. From a measured spectrum map, if the difference in measured signal strengths from neighboring grids is less than a predefined threshold, then Sybot linearly increases the grid size for the space and uses the size for the next survey. In Section 5.3.2, we will detail how to choose the grid size and the threshold by introducing the concept of RSS distance (or $\gamma_{det}$).
- **Eliminating temporal variance**: One-time measurement with the complete monitoring can be biased due to unexpected events in certain areas (e.g., moving people or obstacles), and Sybot has to remove such temporal variance in constructing a baseline spectrum map. Sybot maintains a series of spectrum monitoring maps $M(\gamma) = [M(\gamma, t - n + 1), \ldots, M(\gamma, t)]$ and generates the baseline spectrum map $\mathbb{M}(\gamma) = E[M(\gamma)]$ based on $n$ recent

---

$^2$Sybot focuses on downlinks.
spectrum maps to smooth such temporal variations. Note that although $n$ is site-specific, a small number of spectrum maps is sufficient to produce a baseline map, as we will show in Section 5.3.1.

Figure 2 illustrates the complete monitoring. From the ‘start’ point in Figure 2(a), an engineer (or robot) carrying Sybot navigates through the measurement areas and measures spectrum condition in each unit grid of 20 in $\times$ 20 in, denoted as dots. After completing the measurement of every grid, Sybot accumulates current measurements with the previous spectrum maps and generates a new spectrum map, shown in Figure 2(b). Finally, for each corridor or room, if the variances of most grids are less than the threshold (e.g., 1 dBm), Sybot increases the unit grid size for the space to 40 in $\times$ 40 in for the next survey.

Selective Monitoring

To reflect changes in the spectrum condition of wireless networks over time (e.g., in the order of hours) [4], Sybot uses the selective monitoring to capture such dynamics and updates the spectrum-condition map accordingly. Sensor-based network monitoring has been proposed to measure such dynamics, especially for the purpose of diagnosing network performance [26] or maintaining accuracy in localization systems [13]. However, they require the deployment of a large number of sensors (e.g., 8 sensors in 30 m $\times$ 15 m), and must painstakingly determine or adjust sensor locations over time. DAIR [18] proposed the use of an inexpensive desktop infrastructure for dense monitoring, but it often suffers from poor accuracy due to the static, unplanned placement of sensors (as we will show in Section 5.3.4).

The selective monitoring makes use of previous spectrum maps to reduce the monitoring space and maintain up-to-date spectrum-condition information. The selective monitoring measures spectrum condition for only a small set of reference grids and estimates spectrum condition over the entire network coverage area. However, to implement this idea in Sybot, there are several issues that must be addressed as follows.

- **Finding spatially-correlated and reference grids:** Sybot must find a group of grids that are spatially-correlated in spectrum condition. By using a complete-monitoring history, Sybot characterizes the site-specific spatial correlation among neighboring grids. Specifically, using the baseline spectrum map ($\mathcal{B}$), for each grid $i$, Sybot finds a set of neighboring grids (or block $b$) whose RSS ($\gamma$) is close to grid $i$’s within a given tolerance ($\pi$). Here, this set is called a block $b$, and the grid $i$ is called a reference grid of the block.

- **Determining the smallest set:** After determining a block of each grid, because blocks of neighboring (reference) grids may overlap, there will be multiple combinations of reference grids to cover the entire deployment area. Sybot has to determine a combined set of reference grids whose size is minimum to reduce the measurement effort. Finding a globally optimal set of reference grids is an NP-hard problem, $O(2^n)$, where $n$ is the total number of grids. Instead, Sybot uses a heuristic approach with which it iteratively includes the grid with the largest boundary set first in the reference-grid set. This algorithm performs reasonably well in minimizing the set size (see Section 5.3.3) with $O(n\log n + nm)$ complexity, where $n$ is the total number of grids and $m$ the average block size.

- **Controlling accuracy:** There exists an inherent trade-off between the efficiency and the accuracy of measurements, so the selective monitoring must have a knob to control the trade-off, depending on the network requirements. Sybot uses $\pi$ as the control knob. The lower the $\pi$ value, the higher the accuracy Sybot can achieve at the cost of more measurements, and vice versa. This trade-off profile can be built and used based on $\mathcal{B}$, as shown in Figure 12.

Let’s consider the example in Figure 2. Using a spectrum map (shown in (b)) and a tolerance threshold ($\pi$) of 2 dBm, Sybot determines a set of reference grids, each represented by a triangle. Then, the selective monitoring measures the spectrum condition only for 9 grids, as opposed to the entire 48 grids, while still ensuring the monitoring variance within the tolerance $\pi$. Finally, Sybot updates the spectrum condition of correlated grids with the measurements at their reference grids. For the next triggering, Sybot can also rotate the reference grid within the block to opportunistically measure the spectrum condition of all grids within the block over time.

Diagnostic Monitoring

When wireless networks experience local environmental changes such as the appearance of new wireless interference sources or obstacles, Sybot uses the diagnostic monitoring to identify such areas and quickly update the spectrum-condition map of those areas. AP- or sensor-based network monitoring solutions [16, 18, 26] can indirectly detect changes in spectrum condition, and can be used for Sybot to trigger the diagnostic monitoring. However, they still require manual efforts to identify the problematic areas, or simply require engineers to conduct fine-grained a spectrum survey over the entire coverage area.

The diagnostic monitoring in Sybot detects abnormal spectrum condition changes and identifies the areas that need to be surveyed. By measuring only the spectrum condition of the thus-identified areas, Sybot can update the spectrum map very quickly and inexpensively. To implement this monitoring technique, there are, however, several challenges to overcome as discussed below.
Detecting abnormal changes: Sybot must be able to detect the drastic changes in spectrum condition over certain areas, and the diagnostic monitoring makes use of both complete and selective monitoring results for making such a decision. Whenever the selective monitoring is completed, Sybot calculates the difference between the most recent measurement and the baseline measurement (\( \text{diff}_i = |\gamma_i - \overline{\gamma}_i| \)) of each reference grid \( i \). If the difference \( \text{diff}_i \) is greater than a predefined threshold (e.g., an integer multiple of the grid’s standard deviation (\( \sigma_i \))), then Sybot immediately triggers spectrum measurements on and around the suspected grids.

Speculating measurement areas: On detecting deviations on the suspicious grids, the diagnostic monitoring has to estimate the spatial boundary of the deviation. By alternating incremental navigation and spectrum measurements, Sybot not only identifies the boundary, but also updates the spectrum map. Specifically, for each suspicious grid \( i \), Sybot progressively navigates in a spiral trajectory and measures spectrum conditions of the grids, until their neighboring grids do not show large deviations. Because neighboring grids are likely to experience the same spatial deviation (i.e., spatial locality), Sybot explores the grids and updates their spectrum-condition information.

Exploiting external network monitoring information: Sybot must be able to exploit network information on spectrum-condition changes. Network-monitoring infrastructures [16, 18] can provide information on network performance degradation at specific APs. Upon receiving such information, Sybot triggers the selective monitoring over the APs’ coverage areas, and then, if necessary, initiates the complete monitoring to update the areas’ spectrum maps.

Suppose that a new obstacle is placed at one location, as shown in Figure 3 (a). Sybot periodically performs the selective monitoring with respect to the AP. Once it finishes the survey, Sybot finds the reference grids \( g_0 \) and \( g_1 \) having large deviations from their baseline conditions (\( \overline{\gamma}_i \)). Sybot then starts the complete monitoring from \( g_1 \) to its neighboring grids and applies the same method to \( g_0 \). Finally, Sybot updates the spectrum map with the newly-measured results, as shown in Figure 3 (b).

Figure 3: The diagnostic monitoring upon appearance of a new obstacle: (a) Sybot periodically performs the selective monitoring of the reference grids \( g_i \) to the AP. (b) The diagnostic monitoring identifies suspicious grids that experience unusually large deviations in spectrum condition, and incrementally measures their spectrum condition around the grids.

4. SYSTEM PROTOTYPE OF SYBOT

We have implemented Sybot in Linux and built a proof-of-concept prototype for our evaluation and measurement study.

4.1 Software Implementation

Figure 4 shows the Sybot’s software architecture running in a wireless router, which consists of (1) a mobility control module at the application layer and (2) a spectrum monitoring module at the link layer (or device driver).

Mobility control module

This module is responsible for controlling and guiding movements of a network engineer (or a robot), and managing the measurement results. The module is implemented in the application layer and is composed of the following components. First, a graphic user interface (GUI) receives (sends) survey requirements (guidance) from (to) the network engineer. Based on the requirements, GUI initially schedules a spectrum survey. Then, the scheduler adaptively triggers complete, selective, or diagnostic monitoring using the algorithms in Section 3.3. During a survey, the mobility controller guides an engineer (or a robot) to a target location and triggers the monitoring module to take measurements.

Upon completion of measurements by the monitoring module, the mobility control module updates a spectrum-condition map and schedules the next monitoring technique, time, and areas. We have also implemented a positioning system based on the techniques in [29] for a robot to be used during our evaluation. The system provides high location accuracy (<10 cm error) without relying on any localization infrastructure. Since we merely use the positioning system which is not our claimed contribution, we omit its details.

Spectrum monitoring module

This module is responsible for measuring spectrum-survey metrics within a target space. Specifically, the module is implemented in an open MADWiFi device driver [30] and is composed of two components: spectrum monitor and filters. When the monitoring module receives a measurement request from the mobility controller (via a socket), the spectrum monitor starts collecting information on SNR from APs. Through a hardware abstraction layer (HAL) that Atheros-based chipset [31] provides, the monitor can acquire the above information available in the MAC layer.

Next, the filters (or survey metrics) process the collected raw data over the measurement space. Then, the processed information is reflected into MAP through a /proc interface.


4.2 Hardware Prototype

In addition to the software implementation of Sybot, we have used a mobile robot to automate our extensive evaluation and data collection process. Although a mobile robot might not be able to provide sophisticated movements (getting around obstacles), basic driving capabilities (forward/backward/spin) are sufficient for navigating through an indoor environment. Moreover, the use of a mobile robot can reduce measurement errors, compared to a human, by taking same movement patterns (e.g., velocity, path, etc.) [32].

Figure 5 depicts the hardware prototype that is composed of a mobile robot, a multi-radio wireless router, and sonar sensors. Specifically, the prototype (i) is built using a commodity robot, called iRobot Create [19] for mobility, which provides a well-defined API for movement control (e.g., a granularity of 1 cm movement) and is powerful enough to carry a wireless router as in [33, 34]; (ii) is equipped with an RB230 wireless router (233 MHz CPU, 128 MB memory) [35], and the router is installed with two IEEE 802.11 miniPCI NICs, each with a 5 dBi omni-directional antenna; and (iii) is equipped with an inexpensive sonar sensor on each side of the robot for estimating the current position of the robot.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We have evaluated Sybot via extensive experimentation on our prototype and via thorough analysis of measurement results.

5.1 Testbed Setup

To evaluate Sybot in an indoor environment, we have deployed 12 IEEE 802.11-based APs in the 4th floor of Computer Science and Engineering building at The University of Michigan, with the topology shown in Figure 6(a). Each AP is deliberately placed in the ceiling or shelves to cover the entire 4th floor. All APs are equipped with an omni-directional antenna and operate at the IEEE 802.11a frequencies. Each AP is equipped with an Atheros-based miniPCI NIC and is tuned to use heterogeneous transmission power of 3–10 dBm so that every location in the given limited space may be covered by 3–4 APs.

5.2 Experiment Methodology

In the above testbed, we conducted extensive spectrum surveys using Sybot. Starting from ‘start-point’ in Figure 6(a), Sybot navigates through corridors A, B, C, D, and E and performs the complete, selective, and diagnostic monitoring with respect to each AP. We run experiments during the early morning or evening hours when all corridors are accessible. During our experiments, people were allowed to walk through the survey areas. This might have caused a temporal variance in measurements, but the variance was negligible, since Sybot essentially used the average of multiple measurements with neighboring grids and measurements taken at different times (e.g., complete monitoring).

During each spectrum survey, we used and tested various timescales and experimental settings. First, for long-term spectrum measurements, we ran Sybot over the selected APs three times a day during late afternoon hours for 11 consecutive days. Next, for short-term measurements, we ran Sybot 5–10 times a day for every AP in our testbed. For each run, Sybot measures 2–3 corridors per AP and generates a spectrum map per AP. Finally, we used a 20 in × 30 in rectangle as the unit grid size to generate a high-resolution spectrum map and analysis. The size of grid i is said to be x if its area is x times larger than that of the unit grid.

5.3 Experimental Results and Their Analysis

Using the methodology and measurement data, we evaluated and analyzed Sybot’s performance.

5.3.1 Repeatability

We first study the repeatability of Sybot’s complete monitoring. The complete monitoring is said to be repeatable if the monitoring results (i.e., measured spectrum conditions) exhibit similar statistical behavior over time. Such repeatable information is important for both selective and diagnostic monitoring techniques.

Sybot periodically performs comprehensive spectrum surveys in the network deployment area and each time constructs a baseline spectrum map that reflects the surrounding physical environment. To evaluate Sybot’s repeatability, we randomly selected several APs and analyzed a set of their spectrum maps generated by the complete monitoring over several corridors. Then, we plot the baseline spectrum map that consists of the average (χ) and standard deviation (σ) of measured RSSs for each grid.

Figure 7 shows the constructed baseline spectrum map of χ, where the baseline spectrum map accurately represents several signal-
propagation characteristics. For example, in the figure gracefully diminishes as Sybot moves away from the AP located at (1000, 0), and shows the spatial RSS pattern (or gradient) over distance. This pattern is indeed repeatable in that the RSSs are stable (small \( \sigma \)) over time.

Figures 8 and 9 show the histogram of \( \sigma \) in time and space, respectively. First, Figure 8 shows the average and the standard deviation (s.d.) of \( \sigma \) for Cor-B (112 grids) over a 11-day measurement period. The figure clearly indicates that Sybot provides accurate and stable measurement results (s.d. is less than 3 dBm) during the entire measurement period. This implies that a stable baseline spectrum map \( B \) can be constructed based on a small number of spectrum maps \( M \). Next, Figure 9 shows the distribution of \( \sigma \) for 5 APs over 4 corridors (894 grids). As shown in the figure, more than 87\% grids show a small standard deviation (< 4 dBm). We observed that some areas with high \( \sigma \) (> 6 dBm) actually experience physical changes (e.g., trash cans or doors), which is also captured in the map.

### 5.3.2 Impact of grid size

Next, we study the effect of grid size on measurement accuracy and efficiency. While a small (fine) grid size provides an accurate spectrum-condition map, it incurs a significant time overhead. Furthermore, determining the optimal grid size is also difficult due to the spatial heterogeneity in spectrum condition. To address these issues, we analyzed the spectrum maps of different corridors (Cor-B and Cor-C in Figure 6(a)), while varying the grid size. While increasing the grid size in multiples of the minimum size (i.e., 20 in × 30 in), we analyzed the error introduced by the grid size in spectrum survey. For this analysis, we use the metric, called RSS distance, to quantify the measurement error, and the error on grid

\[
\gamma_{dist}(i) = \max_k \{\gamma_i(k)\} - \min_k \{\gamma_i(k)\},
\]

where \( \gamma_i(k) \) is the measured RSS at point \( k \) within grid \( i \). Given a set of \( \gamma_i(k) \) measurements in grid \( i \), the RSS distance is the difference between the maximum and the minimum RSS values, thus representing the degree of heterogeneity in RSS within the grid. Intuitively, the smaller \( \gamma_{dist} \), the smaller deviation in the set of \( \gamma_i(k) \).

We first compare the impact of grid size at different physical sites (corridors). Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of \( \gamma_{dist} \) for three different grid sizes—2, 4, and 6—over Cor-B and Cor-C. As shown in the figures, CDFs rise faster with small-sized grids, indicating better measurement accuracy. This confirms our expectation that a larger grid size introduces a greater measurement error. In addition, for each corridor, different grid sizes make different impacts on the measurement error.

Next, we compare the impact of grid size with different distances from an AP. Figure 10(c) shows the average RSS distance of 3 grid sizes at 3 different distance zones from AP-10. Given a grid size, the average RSS distance is shown to decrease as the distance from the AP increases. This is because that RSS changes (in dB) are more dynamic in a close proximity of the AP than the areas far away from it.

Therefore, the grid size for the complete monitoring should be carefully selected, depending on the physical site and distance to an AP. Using the complete monitoring results, Sybot can build a profile that estimates the impact of each grid size on site-specific spectrum characteristics. Furthermore, because of this non-uniformity of the characteristics, Sybot can apply the selective and diagnostic monitoring techniques to improve efficiency and accuracy.
5.3.3 Reducing the space to measure

Now, we evaluate the effectiveness of Sybot's selective monitoring in reducing the measurement space during a spectrum survey. As discussed in the previous experiment, the spectrum condition is heterogeneous over space. This spatially-heterogeneous spectrum condition can be captured accurately via the complete monitoring with the minimum grid size. Capturing these spectrum characteristics is very useful for several purposes, such as learning/profiling spatial spectrum conditions during initial stages, finding the temporal variations of the areas, or designing a measurement strategy to save the survey resource/time by making only a small number of measurements. However, once Sybot acquires a stable spectrum map for a certain area, repeating the complete monitoring may degrade the spectrum-survey efficiency since such an exhaustive survey incurs excessive time and financial overheads. This can be problematic, especially when Sybot needs to cover a large area with limited time and financial budget.

The selective monitoring reduces the overheads by identifying areas with a similar spectrum condition and merging them together as a unit measurement block. Therefore, the main questions that the selective monitoring has to answer are: (1) how small or large the blocks are, (2) how to make a trade-off between efficiency and accuracy, and (3) how much of benefit the selective monitoring can provide over the complete monitoring.

First, to see the blocks formed by the selective monitoring, we ran Sybot over Cor-B with the tolerance threshold $\pi = 3.5$ dBm, and plotted the spectrum map constructed using the results of the complete monitoring, and the reference grids and measurement blocks chosen by the selective monitoring in Figure 11. Figure 11(a) shows comprehensive spectrum-propagation characteristics over distance. One can also observe that the spectrum conditions in close proximity of the AP, located at (0, 40), are diverse, whereas those far away from the AP are almost monotonic. This spectrum heterogeneity is exploited in selecting the reference grids by the selective monitoring (Figure 11(b)). The maps show that the reference grids (and the measurement blocks) are densely distributed near the AP, because of large spatial and temporal variations in RSSs, while they are sparsely placed where the signal is out of reach. Figure 11(c) shows the measurement blocks for each reference point. The measurement blocks are represented as a set of adjacent grids covered with the same color.

Next, we study the tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy of the selective monitoring. If the tolerance threshold ($\pi$) that determines the block size increases, Sybot reduces the number of measurements (or reference grids) at the cost of measurement accuracy. To show this tradeoff, we ran the selective monitoring for Cor-B with the spectrum map constructed based on the results of the complete monitoring and derives how much Sybot can reduce the measurement space. As shown in the Figure 12(a), as the threshold $\pi$ (in dBm) increases, the selective monitoring becomes more aggressive in merging grids, thus reducing the number of reference grids. For example, when $\pi = 3.5$ (dBm), the number of reference grids can be reduced by 70%, compared to the complete monitoring. Figure 12(b) plots the average and the standard deviation of measurement errors. It shows, on the other hand, that the measurement error increases as the threshold $\pi$ increases. This is because large

![Figure 10: Impact of grid size on the achievable accuracy of complete monitoring](image)

- (a-b) The accuracy is measured in terms of the RSS distance for grid sizes 2, 4 and 6 at two different corridors. The figures indicate that the grid size must be adaptively chosen for different measurement spaces or sites. (c) The average RSS distance decreases as the distance from the transmitter (AP) increases.

![Figure 11: Selection of reference grids in selective monitoring](image)
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Figure 11: Selection of reference grids in selective monitoring (Cor-B): (a) The spectrum map is constructed based on the results from the complete monitoring; (b) Reference grids are so chosen as to cover the entire area with a minimum number of measurements; (c) A complete set of blocks that are generated by the selective monitoring algorithm. The same colored grid(s) represents one block.
threshold \( \pi \) allows the selective monitoring to merge less similar grids, thus degrading the measurement accuracy. Therefore, Figure 12 shows a clear tradeoff between the measurement effort and accuracy, which can be used as a guideline for planning spectrum measurements.

Third, to study the advantage of the selective monitoring over the complete monitoring, we compare the average RSS distance \( \gamma_{\text{dist}} \) achieved by the complete and selective monitoring on the measurement data of Cor-B. Figure 13 shows \( \gamma_{\text{dist}} \) as a function of average grid size. The figure indicates that the average RSS distance increases almost linearly with the complete monitoring, while the distance remains below 1.5 dBm under the selective monitoring. This advantage comes from the dynamic size of a measurement block used in the selective monitoring. It merges grids with similar spectrum conditions as a unit measurement block, so its \( \gamma_{\text{dist}} \) is smaller than that measured by the complete monitoring, which uses a uniform grid size.

5.3.4 Gains from adaptive selection of reference grids

We also study the gains made with the adaptive selection of reference grids in the selective monitoring. To compare its performance, we use a sensor-based spectrum survey that relies on a fixed set of sensors or an existing desktop infrastructure (DAIR [18]). The sensor-based approach is simple and cost-effective since it uses existing wireless devices to capture the changes in spectrum condition, but such an approach depends highly on the availability and location of sensors. In this comparison, we assume that a baseline spectrum map is available from the complete monitoring, and measure/update the spectrum map over Cor-B, based on the results from the selective monitoring and a sensor-based approach. Finally, we evaluate the accuracy of updated maps by comparing them with a baseline monitoring result.

For fair comparison, we also implement and use an algorithm that effectively uses sensor-based measurements. Briefly, for each sensor, we measure the changes \( \delta \) in the spectrum condition against the baseline spectrum map and then updates the spectrum map by applying \( \delta \) to the previous condition of the grids around sensors. Furthermore, we consider the scenarios where different numbers of sensors—2, 4, and 6—are available and used for measuring spectrum condition. For each scenario, we perform the experiment multiple times by changing the positions of sensors. On the other hand, the selective monitoring updates the spectrum map by measuring the spectrum condition at the reference grids selected from a baseline spectrum map.

Table 1 shows the gains made with the selective monitoring over the sensor-based spectrum measurement. As shown in the table, even with an increased number of sensors in one corridor, the measurement error is still larger than that of the selective monitoring. In the worst case (i.e., skewed placement of the sensors), the measurement error (3.41) increases by more than 2 times of that (1.39) of the selective monitoring. Furthermore, the selective monitoring

Table 1: Performance comparison of selective monitoring vs. sensor-based approaches: The selective monitoring reduces the measurement error compared to the sensor-based method. Note that the numbers are in dBm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Worst</th>
<th>Best</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor-2</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor-4</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor-6</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reduces the measurement error by an average of 51% compared to
the sensor-based measurement, thanks to its ability to adaptively se-
lect the reference grids based on site-specific spectrum conditions.

5.3.5 Diagnosis of abnormal spectrum condition

We study the Sybot’s effectiveness in detecting and surveying
unusual/abnormal changes in spectrum condition. By using both
the selective monitoring results (for detection) and the baseline
spectrum map (for range estimation), Sybot triggers the diagnost-
ic monitoring to efficiently maintain an up-to-date spectrum map.
To evaluate its efficiency, we placed an obstacle in the middle of
Cor-C (480, 80) next to the AP (400, 80). Then, we ran the com-
plete monitoring without the obstacle to obtain a baseline spectrum
map and ran both the complete monitoring and the diagnostic mon-
itoring with the obstacle.

Figure 14 shows the above three measurement results, demon-
strating the effectiveness of the diagnostic monitoring. The mon-
itoring result without the obstacle (Figure 14(a)) appears as a regular
radio propagation from the AP. However, the complete monitoring
result with the obstacle (Figure 14(b)) clearly shows the effect
of the obstacle and includes a large deviation in spectrum condition
in the right side of the corridor. Grids with ‘X’ show larger devi-
ations (denoted as |γᵢ−γᵢ| > 2.5σᵢ), compared to the baseline spectrum map (Figure 14(a)), due to the appearance
of the obstacle. Using the complete/selective monitoring results,
Sybot can quickly discover reference grids that experience large
deviations (denoted as ‘V’ in Figure 14(c)). Then, Sybot incremen-
tally updates the spectrum map by taking measurements only for
those selected grids, which belong to the blocks of the reference
grids identified by selective monitoring (‘O’). As shown in the fig-
ure, the diagnostic monitoring successfully estimates the problem
areas, while reducing its survey space by 56%, compared to the
complete monitoring.

6. CONCLUSION

We first discuss some of the remaining issues associated with
Sybot and then make concluding remarks.

6.1 Discussion

Multiple APs: Although we presented examples of spectrum moni-
toring with respect to only one AP in Section 3 for ease of presenta-
tion, Sybot can simultaneously monitor the spectrum condition of
multiple APs. Sybot employs a time-division measurement strat-
egy for each AP at each grid. This can be extended to use multiple
interfaces to perform measurements of multiple APs in parallel.

Multiple Sybots: Multiple Sybots may cooperate to conduct spec-
trum survey of a large coverage area. For instance, in a large build-
ing, an engineer/robot carrying a Sybot can conduct spectrum sur-
vey in a certain area (e.g., each floor) and combine his survey re-
sults with others’. However, it is difficult to effectively divide the
space and merge separate spectrum maps into one. But cooperation
among multiple Sybots will be able to reduce the measurement time
and improve accuracy. This is part of our future inquiry.

6.2 Concluding Remarks

We presented Sybot, a novel spectrum site-survey system, for ef-
cient and accurate spectrum monitoring in WiFi networks. Sybot
adaptively controls mobility and also employs three complemen-
tary monitoring techniques that significantly reduce the measure-
ment overhead and provide accurate spectrum-monitoring results
under dynamic spectrum conditions. In addition, Sybot provides
network engineers important control knobs to determine the trade-
off between accuracy and efficiency in spectrum monitoring. Our

experimental evaluation shows that Sybot reduces the measurement
error (e.g., the number of measurements) by more than 56%, com-
pared to the conventional exhaustive survey. Moreover, our in-
depth analysis of the measurement data has led to several useful
guidelines for adjusting important survey parameters of Sybot.
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